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SHINE ON (24x12)
1 Select White cardstock for left side of layout and Tutu Pink
cardstock for right side of layout. Select X's & O’s paper
(pink hearts side) and adhere to base, 4.75” from left edge.
Add two rows of machine stitching with white thread along
top and bottom edge of pink heart paper, if desired.
2 Trim an 11”x8.5” piece of Happy paper (floral side). Adhere
to layout 1.75” from top edge and 2.75” from left edge.
Trim two 11”x.5” strips from Paper 16 (stripe side). Adhere
one strip directly above floral paper and one strip directly
below. Cut layout apart at center seam.

repeatedly on the left side of layout as shown, starting
5.75” from top edge. Clean stamp and use yellow ink to
repeatedly stamp in upper right portion of layout as shown,
about 1” from top edge. Clean stamp and use pink ink to
repeatedly stamp in lower right portion of layout as shown,
about 1” from bottom edge.
(cont’d)

3 Trim two 10.25”x4.5” pieces of The Little Things paper
(aqua distressed side). Adhere one piece to left half of
layout along center seam, 3.75” from top edge. Adhere
second piece to right half along center seam, aligning it
with first piece.
4 Cut tear strip from Happy paper (navy hearts). Trim to 10.25”
and adhere on right half of layout, directly above aqua
distressed paper. Trim a 10.25”x.5 strip from Love You Lots
paper (pink hearts side) and adhere on right half of layout,
directly below aqua distressed paper.
5 Trim out one journaling card from Love You Lots paper to
measure 3.75”x5.75”. Type or write journaling on card and
stamp with date if desired. Use 3D adhesive to adhere to
right half of layout along center seam, 3” from top edge.
6 Trim apart the life is amazing kit stamp (or mask off so only
the word “amazing” is stamped.) With aqua ink, stamp
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7 Use 3D adhesive to adhere a 4x6 photo on left half of
layout, 3” from top edge and 3.5” from left edge. Adhere
another 4x6 photo directly to the right, leaving a .25”
margin between photos.
8 Use 3D adhesive to adhere a 3.5” square
photo to right of journaling block and
slightly angled as shown. Frame
another 3.5” square photo with
glitter frame and adhere
slightly angled as shown to
right of first photo.

} Fussy-cut a pink flower cluster from Awesome to Blossom
paper. Use 3D adhesive to adhere in lower left as shown.
Select aqua circle and lilac cluster from ephemera pack,
tuck behind fussy-cut flowers and adhere. Adhere remaining
portion of You Are Beautiful tag atop flowers.
q Select two wooden butterflies and color
with aqua ink. Adhere in lower left as
shown. Embellish with aqua enamel
dot.
w Select Shine On from
Thickers. Adhere above pink
stamping as shown.

9 Fussy-cut a flower
cluster from Blossom to
Awesome paper. Use
3D adhesive to adhere
over yellow stamping in
upper right as shown.
0 Select You Are Beautiful
tag and Favorite Days
tag from ephemera pack.
Trim Favorite Days tag in half
horizontally and adhere atop
fussy-cut flowers. Trim flowers off
You Are Beautiful tag, tuck behind
fussy-cut flowers and adhere.
{ Select two wooden butterflies and color with
pink ink. Adhere in upper right as shown. Embellish with
pink enamel dot.
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HELLO FUN (12x12)
1 Select Patina cardstock for layout base. Type or print
journaling across bottom of cardstock, approximately 7.5”
wide and 2” from bottom edge.
2 Trim a piece of White cardstock to 12”x6” and adhere to
top half of layout base.
3 Using kit cut files, cut 18 flowers from White cardstock at
2.125”wide. Lightly adhere flowers across top half of layout
(3 rows of 6) and horizontally machine stitch in place.
4 Frame a 3.5” square photo with chipboard frame. Use 3D
adhesive to adhere to layout, 2” from left edge and 1.25”
from top edge.

5 Use 3D adhesive to adhere a 3.5” square photo to layout,
2.25” from right edge and 1.25” from top edge. Adhere
another 3.5” square photo to layout, 2.25” from left edge
and 2.75” from bottom edge.
6 Trim striped smile tag from kit printables. Thread hole with
baker’s twine, if desired. Adhere to layout, 2.75” from right
edge and 2.75” from bottom edge.
7 Trim yellow umbrella tag from kit printables. Adhere atop
striped smile tag, 1.25” from right edge. Select fun glitter
foam title. Adhere to striped tag to cover the word “smile”.
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8 Use kit stamps with black ink to stamp HELLO onto a scrap
of white cardstock. Trim out into a rectangle and adhere
above glitter foam title as shown.
9 Fussy-cut a red and aqua butterfly from Social Butterfly
paper. Use 3D adhesive to adhere butterflies above and
below title.
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0 Clip a paper clip to upper left corner of framed photo
Embellish to left of clip with three enamel stars.
{ Stamp date below journaling if desired. Embellish lower
right corner with three enamel stars.
} Select piece of aqua washi tape. Adhere across bottom
edge of layout.
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SPRING CARD (5.5x4.25)
1 Select an A2 card base with opening to bottom. Use a
scallop border punch to make a 5.5” wide border from scrap
white cardstock. Adhere to bottom edge of card.
2 Trim a 5.5”x1” strip from Love You Lots paper (pink heart
side), Be Free (pink ikat side), Paper 07 (yellow side),
Blossom to Awesome (teal dot side) and Paper 07 (lemon
side). Adhere strips as shown, slightly overlapping each strip
by 1/8”.
3 Select the floral cluster from Ephemera pack. Adhere to
card, 1.25" from top edge and 1" from right edge.
4 Use kit stamps and navy ink to stamp WELCOME onto scrap
white cardstock. Trim out into a rectangle and adhere to left
of floral cluster, slightly angled.
5 Select spring glitter foam title. Adhere to card as shown.
6 Embellish with enamel hearts on either side of sentiment.
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designer & kit cut files

Lisa Dickinson
is a graphic designer
living in Colorado with
her husband, two kids,
and a menagerie of
assorted pets.
Lisa was introduced to
the scrapbook hobby
in 1998 after attending a Creative Memories party.
Her first scrap project was an album documenting
her honeymoon, complete with shaped photos and
lots & lots of stickers! In the years following, her style
evolved and in 2003, she had her first layout published in Simple Scrapbooks magazine. Since then,
she has contributed to several magazines and manufacturer design teams, as well as authoring the book
Design Workshop from Ella Publishing.
When she’s not scrapping, Lisa enjoys running, antique
shopping and beating her family at Trivial Pursuit.

See more of Lisa’s work at:
www.lisadickinson.typepad.com
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To download these exclusive printable tags, please visit:
www.scrapbookandcards.com/sctspring18-blue-skies
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